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PROGRAMME REVIEW REPORT 
 
PART A: SUMMARY REPORT CONFIRMED 
 
 
 

A1 Programme Specification Titles 

 
Foundation Degrees in Business and related subjects 
 
Undergraduate Business Programmes (incorporating and combining provision from MMUBS 
and MMUC) 
 
Postgraduate Business Programmes (incorporating and combining provision from the MA/ 
MSc Business School Network (MMUBS) and the Business and Management Postgraduate 
Programme (MMUC)) 
 

A2 Home Department/School All Business School Divisions and the Department of 
Business and Management Studies at MMU 
Cheshire. 

A3 Home Faculty MMU Business School and MMU Cheshire 

A4 Type of Event Review 

A5 Date of Event 21-22 April 2008 

A6 Objectives of Event 

 
To ensure that the design, academic standards and quality of learning opportunities of the 
existing programmes, together with the proposed developments, as approved in principle on 
11 March 2008 (PAF refs: PARM/08/028, 029 & 030 refer) and as outlined in A7 below, 
remain appropriate to the awards to which the programmes lead and are informed by 
reference to institutional regulations and policies, national benchmarks and relevant 
professional and employment demands. 
 

A7 Outline of Proposal/Developments 

 
The proposals made at this Review covered the entire Foundation degree, Undergraduate 
and Postgraduate provision (minus the MBA and Research programmes) offered within the 
Management and Business subject area at MMUBS and MMUC. This Review thus included 
programmes taught to around one third of the students at the University. This is the first time 
the University has engaged with the „subject group‟ style approach regarding the periodic 
review of its programme provision and so this Review is effectively a pilot for possible future 
development (feedback from those involved is encouraged!). The framework for this event 
was spelt out in a letter from Professor Barry Plumb (dated 29 May 2007), included in the 
SED appendices. The event aimed to build upon and coordinate the collective experience 
existing across the two faculties. The developments incorporated into the proposals have the 
key aims of improving employability, the teaching and learning experience as well as 
recognising the student as a customer of the University. 
By 2010 the University aims to have identified suitable subject clusters and to have 
established subject based groupings across its portfolio and have revised approval process in 
place to enable this to occur smoothly. The current University system has resulted in 
programmes with a similar focus being offered across different faculties, which potentially 
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resulted in different areas of the University competing with each other, wasting resources. 
This existing varying ownership system for similar subject programmes meant it is also 
difficult to guarantee parity of the student learning experience across the subject group 
provision; this Review will help to ensure that the student receives an equitable learning 
experience across the two main faculties operating in the Management and Business subject 
arena. Additionally areas where duplication exists between MMUC and MMUBS has largely 
been removed, whilst staff expertise and good practice has been absorbed into delivering an 
agreed, single unit/ programme available within both faculties. 
The proposals saw a broad overhaul of much of the existing UG and PG provision. (The 
Foundation degrees, having been only approved in its current form in 2007, received only a 
„light touch‟ Review). The existing award titles had been revised and, where appropriate, 
replaced or updated to reflect market demand changes. The composition of the newly 
proposed programmes have also undergone heavy revision with the contained units having 
undergone a complete rewrite/ refresh, with input at programme, Division and Faculty level. 
The units themselves had been reviewed by the external assessors prior to this Panel event, 
with explicit comments received and implemented beforehand. Any additional alterations or 
suggestions on the units were welcomed at the Review event, although a broader programme 
view was the anticipated focus. 
Previously the proposals contained within this Review would be ensconced within eight 
different Network/ programme documents, working to different Review timescales, relatively 
independently and without the wider overview afforded to the External Assessors of the 
„complete picture‟ that this more subject based review provides. The following list provides 
details of the last Review for each of the Networks/ programmes incorporated into this 
Review. Most of the Networks/ programmes will have undergone a substantial process of 
modifications (major and minor) during the course of their validation; the reports from these 
events were included within the SED appendices: 
MMUBS Full Time Undergraduate Programmes Network: April 2005 

MMUBS MA/MSc Business School Network: June 2003 

MMUBS BA (Hons) Financial Services; BA (Hons) Business / BA (Hons) Business and 

Pathways (Part-Time Degree Programme): July 2007 

MMUC Department of Business and Management Studies Undergraduate Programmes 

(Full Time and Part Time): varied, dependent on individual programme award titles 

MMUC Department of Business and Management Studies Postgraduate Programme 

(Full Time and Part Time): July 2003 

MMUC Department of Business and Management Studies Professional Development 

Programme (Full Time and Part Time): July 2003 

Foundation degrees in Business: June 2006 (MMUC) 

BA/ BSc Combined Honours Programme: April 2004 
  

A8 Conduct of the Event and Panel Membership 

 
The event, comprising private panel meetings and meetings of the panel with members of the 
programme team, representatives of current and former students and representatives from 
employers/ industry, was held on the Aytoun Campus. 
 
The panel included the following internal members: 
 

 Professor Maureen Wayman (Chair) 

 Mr Nick Scott  (MMUBS FADC member) 

 Mr Mike Lowe (MMUC FADC member) 

 Mr Rob Baker (CASQE officer) (21 April only) 
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 Professor Huw Morris (MMUBS Dean of Faculty) 

 Professor Dennis Dunn (MMUC Dean of Faculty) 

 Professor Richard Murray (MMU Hollings Dean of Faculty) (22 April only) 

 Mr Nigel Legge (MMUBS Faculty Registrar) 

 Mrs Hilary Legge (MMUC Faculty Registrar) 
 

 Mr Stephen Howard (Panel Secretary) 
 
The panel included the following external members appointed by the Head of Academic 
Standards & Quality Enhancement after nomination by the Faculty: 
 

 Professor Andrew McAuley (University of Stirling) 

 Professor Patrik O'Brian Holt (Robert Gordon University, Aberdeen) 

 Professor John Cullen (University of Sheffield) 

 Professor Jim Stewart (Leeds Metropolitan University) 

 Professor Ayse Saka-Helmhout (University of Surrey) 

 Mr Miles Weaver (De Montford University, Leicester) 

 Dr Natalia Vershinina (De Montford University, Leicester) 

 Dr Stephen Longden (University of Derby) 
 

A9 Documentary Evidence Base 

 

 Draft definitive documents (including updated programme specifications) and erratum 
sheets 

 Self evaluation documents (incorporating appropriate appendices) 

 Unit directories (Undergraduate and Postgraduate) 

 Event Guide 

 Various supporting documents: including synergy outlines between MMUBS and MMUC; 
an outline of the issues raised by student representatives at MMUC; and templates for the 
programme cluster and theme meetings. 

 

A10 Conclusions on Innovation and Good Practice 

 
The Panel identified the following aspects of good practice: 
 

1. The preparation and work of the Review working group that enabled this event to run 
so smoothly, and for the depth of collaboration between MMU Cheshire and the 
Business School. 

2. The prominence given to skills development and the use of a skills matrix to facilitate 
this and how the development of these skills has been embedded within the proposed 
units to aid their acquisition and practice. Additionally the Panel applauded the use of 
people external to the University in the modelling and mentoring of this matrix. 

3. That so much group work is undertaken and included within the proposed 
programmes. 

4. The depth of employer engagement partnerships that exist and the overall quality of 
links with industry and professional bodies. Additionally the Panel commended the 
approach taken regarding gaining exemptions for future professional study. 

5. The good management regarding the placement experience. The Panel also 
welcomed the expansion of the placement year option into all Business School 
programmes. 

6. The enterprise initiatives undertaken and activities around these that occurred outside 
the formalised programme structures were commended as innovative developments. 

7. Innovative learning and teaching initiatives (such as podcasting) were lauded as was 
the holding of learning and teaching events for staff development and conferences. 
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8. The International Business postgraduate programme was recognised for its blend of 
units and coverage of contemporary topics. 

9. The embedding of the PDP process within the proposed programmes was recognised. 
The Panel felt that the development of soft skills within the learning process provided 
the programmes with a sound core. 

10.  The new Executive Masters programme framework was highlighted for the flexibility 
of study allowed. 

11. The Panel acknowledged the supportive comments towards the Management and 
Business subject area, and the University in general, from the separate meetings held 
with students and employers/ industry representatives. 

 

A11 Conclusions on Quality and Standards 

 
The Panel concluded that the intended learning outcomes of the proposed programmes were 
achievable by students and appropriate to the standards of the University‟s awards and that 
the programmes was current and valid in the light of developing knowledge in the discipline 
and developments in teaching and learning. 
 

A12 Summary of Outcome 

 
The Panel recommended: 
 
Immediate approval of all the programmes proposed (bar those explicitly mentioned in the 
notes at A13) for the University, subject to fulfilment of the 2 conditions outlined in Section 
A13 below. 
 
A full list of the award titles approved may be found in Sections 2, 3 and 4 of the respective 
Programme Specifications (PS1) of the updated definitive documents. 
 
A full list of changes made as part of this Review event may be found in Appendix A of this 
report. 
 

A13 Conditions of Approval 

 
The following conditions of approval must be fulfilled before the programme may commence: 
 

1. The definitive documentation supplied to the Panel needs to be thoroughly reviewed 
to ensure standardisation in all aspects of its presentation. A complete combing of the 
relevant documents is required to ensure that all anomalies, inconsistencies, 
omissions and errors are removed. This is to include the unit specifications also, 
where, for example, the scripting and quantity of learning outcomes needs to be 
addressed and standardised, the linkage between the LOs and the defined 
assessment strategies needs clearer articulation and the expression of the learning 
hours for each unit needs further definition. 

2. That a complete audit of the collaborative provision within the Management and 
Business subject area included within this review is undertaken with the results 
provided to the Chair, to demonstrate that all agreements are current, appropriately 
signed and are still applicable to the revised programmes produced as part of this 
review. 

 
The Panel additionally requests that the following is noted: 
 
The proposed BA (H) Sports Management (and Exchange/ Sandwich versions) were not 
approved by the Panel at this time. The Panel requested that further discussion is undertaken 
between the Deans of the Business School and MMU Cheshire, along with appropriate senior 
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staff, to ensure that agreement and understanding is reached regarding concerns raised 
within the Panel discussion. These concerns include queries regarding the programme‟s 
sports content; whether it is a sports or a management based programme; and whether it has 
been appropriately benchmarked. After the required consultation has been completed and 
agreement reached and any necessary documentation changes have been made, the 
programme can be approved by Chair‟s Action. 
 
The Panel identified the close similarities between the existing MSc Management (Manager 
Development Stream) and the proposed MA Management Practice. The Panel identified that 
the proposed programme wasn‟t due to start till 2009; in the meantime it was requested that 
the two programme teams meet, discuss and agree a common programme and award title to 
be delivered across both locations by the proposed 2009 start date (for MMUC). The 
revisions can then be approved via Chair‟s Action. 
 
The Panel noted the proposed transitional arrangements included in the Self-Evaluation 
Document Part 2 (Section14); consideration and implementation of these were referred to 
CASQE to determine the exact processes and structures required to enable the smoothest 
possible move from the existing programme scheme to the now approved new scheme. 
Additionally the Quality Assurance based Panel Recommendation, included in the Event 
Guide (Section 4) were also referred to CASQE and the Academic Development Committee 
for consideration and implementation as appropriate, as the points and suggestions made 
here fall outside the remit of this Review Panel. 
 

A14 Deadline for Fulfilment of Conditions 

 
31 May 2008 
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A15 Recommendations 

 
The Programme Team must consider and address explicitly the following recommendations 
in the course of its annual monitoring processes: 
 

1. The Panel, whilst it supported the development generally, suggested that the 
programme team reduce the proposed permissible options available under the new 
Combined Masters scheme so only its strongest titles are available at the launch. The 
Panel would then support the phased launch of the subsequent variations of titles if 
those originally chosen were running successfully. 

2. The Panel noticed a number of programmes with a low numbers of students, 
especially at postgraduate level. It was recommended that further discussion is 
undertaken to consider the viability of programmes that attract a small number of 
students and that a revised marketing plan is produced and implemented in an 
attempt to alleviate this situation. 

3. That the International Business stream develops a strategy to strengthen its links with 
external employers, industry and business. 

4. The student meetings highlighted a number of issues concerning communication with 
the student body. The Panel suggested that the following systems/ procedures are 
implemented to improve the situation so that students feel their voice is heard. 

a) The faculties involved review the channels of communication used so that they 
are clearer and used more consistently, enabling students to find more easily 
information needed to support their learning. Effectively Faculty policies are 
needed to improve clarity and accessibility as students felt that too much 
variability currently exists. 

b) That specific and accessible feedback is given to students on how any data or 
opinions collected are used and acted upon/ actioned. Ultimately this requires 
„the loop to be closed‟, demonstrating and feeding back to the students how 
their voice is heard. 

5. Whilst the Panel recognised that pockets of good practice regarding staff development 
concerning teaching and learning exist across both faculties, it was accepted by the 
programme team that this good practice needed to be identified and adopted on a 
wider scale. The Panel thus recommended a more formal approach to staff 
development is adopted to improve levels of consistency and standards and that an 
action plan is produced to identify the staff development priorities. 

6. The student meetings highlighted dissatisfaction with the way group work is marked. 
As such the Panel recommended that a policy is implemented to ensure the 
assessment of group work is consistent and equitable to all students through the 
implementation of an agreed mechanism of peer assessment. 

7. All induction arrangements should be reviewed to ensure they meet changing student 
expectations and needs as they move from level to level. 

8. The Panel identified constraints within the Accounting and Finance Division and 
recognised that investment is needed in staffing to enable them to capitalise on 
market opportunities. The Panel recommended that a case is made for further 
investment by the Faculty via the strategic planning process. 

 

A16 Date of next scheduled review 
 

 
The next scheduled periodic review of the programmes will be held during the Autumn term of 
academic year 2012-13. 
 

 

For CASQE use only 

A17 Date Report considered by Head  
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of ASQE 
 

A18 Date of CASQE 
Recommendation to AQSSc 

 

 
 
End of PARMRPT(A) 
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PART B: PANEL DISCUSSIONS 
 
B1 Personnel in Attendance 
 

Programme Team 
 

The following members of the programme team attended the event for discussions with 
the panel (all MMUBS unless otherwise stated): 
 
Dr Mary Meldrum (Head of Postgraduate Programmes) 
Mr David Muskett (Head of Undergraduate Programmes) 

Ms Diane Wright (Acting Head of Business and Management Department, MMUC) 
Dr Ruth Ashford (Head of Marketing and Retail Division) 
Prof David Leece (Accounting and Finance) 
Prof Bob Sweeting (Head of Accounting and Finance Division) 
Mr John Avery (Acting Head of Business Information Technology Division) 
Mr Stuart Horsburgh (Head of Strategy, Entrepreneurship & International Business 
Division) 
Mrs Sue Shaw (Head of HRM & OB Division) 
Mrs Pam McKeon (Undergraduate Coordinator, Accounting and Finance) 
Mrs Denise Ashworth (Postgraduate Coordinator, Accounting and Finance) 
Ms Anna Buehring (Undergraduate Coordinator, BIT) 
Ms Jie Liu (Marketing, MMUC) 
Mr Ron Fisher (Principal Lecturer, MMUC) 
Dr David Petty (Postgraduate Coordinator, BIT) 
Ms Vivien Sheard (Undergraduate Coordinator, International Business) 
Dr Ben Lupton (Postgraduate Coordinator, HRM & OB) 
Mr Richard Warren (Undergraduate Coordinator, HRM & OB) 
Dr Patricia Rees (Postgraduate Coordinator, SEIB) 
Dr Ian Grime (Undergraduate Coordinator, Marketing and Retail) 
Dr Robin Johnson (Senior Learning & Teaching Fellow, BIT) 
Dr Linda Alker (Postgraduate Coordinator, HRM Management programmes) 

Mr Alan Knibbs (Programme Leader, MMUC) 
Mr Tony Taylor (Undergraduate Coordinator, Strategy & Entrepreneurship) 
Ms Joy Grant (Head of Foundation Degrees, MMUC) 
Dr Lida Nejad (Head of Combined Honours) 
Dr Danny Moss (Postgraduate Coordinator, Marketing and Retail) 
Professor Gillian Wright (Head of Research) 
Ms Gillian Homan (HRM Programme Leader) 
Mr Graham Holt (Subject Group Leader, Accounting and Finance) 
Mrs Carole Forbes (Coordinator of the Part-time and Foundation Degrees) 
 
(* Dr Mary Meldrum was also present at private meetings of the Panel as Faculty 
Observer). 

 
In addition a number of additional staff, from MMUBS and MMUC, attended the 
Programme Cluster meetings with part of the Panel. Mr Nick Cann, from the Institute of 
Financial Planning, also attended these sessions. The Panel also received an 
introductory address from Professor John Brookes and Professor Barry Plumb on behalf 
of the University. 

  

B2 Issues Raised by Student/ Alumni Representatives 
 
In the process of this Review two meetings with student/ alumni representatives were 
undertaken; the first was prior to the main event (at MMUC for Crewe based students 
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and alumni) and the second during the set Review days. Reports for each meeting are 
attached to this report as appendices (Appendix B covers the MMUC meeting, Appendix 
C covers MMUBS). 

 
B3 Issues Raised by Employer/ Industry Representatives 
  

As part of the Review process the Panel team met a number of invited employers/ 
industry representatives over lunch and discussed both the Review proposals and, more 
generally, whether the skills focus at the Business School has produced graduates with 
the necessary abilities for future success within business/ industry based employers. 
The report on this meeting is attached as Appendix D. 

  

C1 Programme Cluster Meeting: Accounting and Finance  
  
Membership:  Professor Huw Morris, Professor John Cullen, Professor David Leece, Professor 
Bob Sweeting, Mrs Denise Ashworth, Dr Chris Broomfield, Mr Graham Holt, Mrs Pam McKeon, 
Mr Joe Townsley, Mr Trevor Williamson, Mr Nick Cann (Chief Executive, Institute of Financial 
Planning) and Mrs Dorothy Bennett (Secretary). 
 
Summary of issues raised: 
Feedback 

 Staff/student liaison meetings are attended by student representatives who then 
feedback the outcome to fellow students.  There was concern that these student 
representatives may only feedback information to the “inner” group.  It was agreed that 
in order to ensure all students are informed of the issues raised and actions taken it 
would be advisable, in future, to publish these details on WebCT. 

 
Research 

 Students were now being exposed to journals when they start the programmes rather 
than in the final year.  At MMU Cheshire workshops had been set up to encourage 
students to get involved in research and this had proved most successful.     

 Members of Accounting and Finance staff are actively involved in writing case studies. 

 There is strong professional networking on a worldwide basis. 
 
Retention 

 The Programme Team pointed out that the changed University‟s regulations meant the 
weaker students were now reaching a barrier at the end of the second year rather than 
first year. 

 Retention rates had increased by improving the student experience through podcasting 
(particularly advantageous for those students who have to work to earn extra money to 
support themselves).  Training sessions for academic staff had been set up by the 
Centre for Learning and Teaching to encourage more staff to use podcasting. 

 Following any assessment it is possible to identify students who are underperforming, 
arrange interviews, and if necessary direct them to the Student Support Officer for 
additional help.   

 Due to the large numbers of students on the undergraduate programmes, in addition to 
a personal tutor for each student there is also the support of two year tutors for each 
year. 

 Plagiarism has recently been a growing issue and to try to overcome the problem the 
Student Support Officer had set up a podcast which is accessible to all. 

 
External Links 

 Links had been established with the Bank of New York and the Institute of Financial 
Planning, through the provision of a part-time degree programme and a mentoring 
system.  This links had proved extremely successful. 
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New Structure 

 More routes available for undergraduate students. 

 20% of students are continuing with full-time education.  Students now able to gain 
professional qualifications earlier by way of the MSc Strategic Financial Management/ 
MSc Accounting and Finance where it is possible in one year to gain a Masters degree 
and ACCA/CIMA professional qualification. 

 
PSRB links 

 Links exist with the ICAEW, ACCA, CIMA, and Institute of Financial Planning at both 
local and national levels. 

 It was noted the private colleges are now moving into the international market.  The 
Programme Team were aware of the consequences and feel MMUBS can successfully 
compete. 

 
Resources 

 Resources had been a major issue in Accounting and Finance and the competition with 
private institutions was extensive.  The level of remuneration offered by the University 
does not match that available within the profession and it is making it difficult to employ 
qualified accountants. 

 Attempting to develop a wider portfolio of staff. 

 There is a need for staff development, particularly in the areas of teaching and learning. 
 
Assessment 

 Various methods of teaching were being used with the aim to move further forward with 
podcasting.  All staff in Accounting and Finance at MMU Cheshire were already using 
WebCT. 

 Alumni students were not impressed with group work but having entered employment 
were now able to see the benefits.   

 Excellent system set up for the students themselves to monitor group work 
arrangements.  It was noted students could opt for peer assessment if it was felt the 
whole group were not working together.   

 Presentations: students were able to undergo a first attempt, receive feedback, and 
reflect on performance before the formal presentation. 

 Plagiarism: tried to avoid it by introducing assignments which are difficult to plagiarise.  
Where there is evidence of plagiarism students are directed to the Student Support 
Officer for guidance.   

 
Synergy 

 The Review procedure had successfully brought together the Programme Teams from 
MMUBS and MMUC, particularly in the area of Accounting and Finance.  The teams 
were sharing ideas and bringing together areas of good practice. 

 
C2 Programme Cluster Meeting: Business Information Technology, Logistics and 

Project Management 
  
Membership: Professor Patrik O‟Brian Holt (Chair), Mrs Hilary Legge, Mr John Avery, Ms Anna 
Buehring, Dr Robin Johnson, Dr Graham Mole, Dr Mary Meldrum (first hour), Dr David Petty 
and Mr Stephen Howard (Secretary). 
 
Summary of the issues raised: 
Background 

 The Chair was impressed with the overall provision and felt the content proposed fitted 
well within that expected. 

 There is some concern over falling student applications, however this appears to be the 
case across all BIT related areas (MSc Project Management is bucking this trend). The 
key, particularly at PG level may be to target the overseas market more aggressively 
(use alumni in this process?). 
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PSRB links 

 Links existed with CILT on the MSc Logistics and Supply Chain Management 
programme; examination of whether further links were possible were explored, with the 
suggestion of the British Computer Society as an option. It was also felt that the MSc 
Management programme was another possibility for PSRB linkage; especially through 
the offering of a mentoring style scheme, taking students through the industry exemption 
process. 

 
Further developments 

 It was suggested that elements of the PG BIT provision could be re-packaged and 
offered as stand-alone modules for industry based clients. 

 Non accredited short courses were also a potential development. 

 The newly proposed BSc Business Systems Management has much commonality with 
other programmes and so is not thought to be too resource demanding. The Chair 
suggested that the programme team developed case studies or track alumni for future 
marketing of the programme. The programme team mentioned that in-depth market 
research on the programme‟s viability had been undertaken. 

 
Retention and progression 

 It was recognised that retention issues are common across most universities, the BIT 
Division have a strategy in place to limit the affect students dropping out has. These 
methods include various induction activities, especially aimed at increasing involvement 
from the locally based students (around 50%). Additionally the usual systems, 
attendance monitoring and use of personal and year tutors, are in place. 

 Further investigation regarding student dropout was encouraged - it would be useful 
data if genuine reasons for students leaving could be gathered. Getting outside help was 
suggested for this role. 

 It was felt that student expectations were often unrealistic – this needed to be addressed 
as early as possible. 

 The Division was implementing a number of initiatives relating to the development of an 
enquiry based learning approach with the aim of getting students more actively involved 
in their learning, other suggestions include using student ambassadors/ mentoring. 

 The programme team believed that the new proposals created more of a logical 
progression route between UG and PG and stated that they aimed to develop further 
Masters level programmes in the future. 

 
Assessment 

 The cluster agreed that a variety of assessment techniques were being used, especially 
within the first year, and that international student problems coming from different 
assessment cultures, could be overcome. 

 Group work was identified as an issue, especially when used in the final year, although it 
was felt it simulated real life situations and could be described as a PDP exercise; peer 
marking was used as a component of this. 

 
Feedback 

 On a programme structure level it was felt that student consultation via the programme 
groups/ committees was not particularly representative. 

 Regarding assessment feedback the programme team recognised the common 
problems of volume and time. Innovative methods of providing assignment feedback, 
such as audio feedback have been trialled. It was felt this method (comments are 
spoken as the assignment is read) provided greater quantity of feedback, greater 
balance, a better overview and took less time. Students had been receptive. 

 The cluster felt that professional issues and the fear of being over-prescriptive made the 
imposition of regulated feedback a difficult subject. However, it was felt that a minimum 
standard or guidelines could be introduced and that concentration on providing detailed 
feedback on formative assignments was useful and appreciated by the students. 
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Resources 

 Resourcing is always an issue, especially concerning staff numbers, terms provided and 
contact hours required. 

 The need for further staff development was identified as important, especially to enable 
all staff members to embrace new technological developments for teaching, learning 
and assessment feedback. 

 
Research 

 The programme team accepted that their research output was not great due to resource/ 
time issues. 

 The Chair felt that the focus of the academics‟ work needs to be refocused and the 
relationship with research realigned. The programme team felt that the culture of the 
Business School was not as research/ professional development/ consultancy focussed 
as it could be. The Chair commented that to ensure currency in the units and 
programmes staff needed to work outside and with industry: consultancies/ placements 
should be encouraged. 

 
C3 Programme Cluster Meeting: General Business, Strategy, Foundation Degrees 

and Combined Honours 
  
Membership: Professor Maureen Wayman (Chair), Mr Nick Scott, Mr Miles Weaver, Mrs Carole 
Forbes, Mrs Joy Grant, Mr Stuart Horsburgh, Mr Alan Knibbs, Mr Chris Lovatt, Mr David 
Muskett, Dr Lida Nejad, Mr Tony Taylor, Mr Richard Warren (second hour), Ms Diane Wright 
and Mr John Rivers (Secretary). 
 
Summary of the issues raised: 
Learning and Teaching, delivery of the „Model of the Learner‟ 

 Delivery modes are changing from lectures/ seminars to „café style‟ groups. 

 A need for clearly directed staff development, particularly relating to use of technology 
for mixed modes of delivery. 

 Acknowledgement that currently we are in a transitional period; there is a commitment to 
development but its completion is still quite a way off. 

 „Model of the Learner‟ is a theme that will be embedded at induction. 
 
Communication 

 Acknowledgement that students are confused as to where to find information on their 
programmes: too many different points of contact are used. 

 Induction could be used more efficiently to provide clearer guidance to students as to 
where various types of information could be accessed. This can be reinforced through 
the programme handbook. 

 Part-time students especially need special consideration within the communications 
strategy. 

 A clear strategy/ guidelines for communication needs to be produced across the Faculty 
(and University?). 

 
Student Feedback 

 Feedback to students was not always sufficient; whilst students were involved in 
programme committees and liaison groups, feedback to them on any changes made 
was not always forthcoming. 

 
Skills Matrix 

 Should a matrix of skills be incorporated into every unit? 
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Good Practice 

 The improved working relationship between MMUBS and MMUC: ideas were being 
shared and joint areas of interest are being developed (e.g. the Foundation degrees, 
originally designed by MMUC, model now adopted and expanded by MMUBS). 

 The learning and teaching staff development days available across both faculties. 
 
C4 Programme Cluster Meeting: Human Resource Management & Organisational 

Behaviour Cluster 
 
Membership: Professor Richard Murray (Chair), Dr Stephen Longden, Mr Mike Lowe, Professor 
Jim Stewart, Dr Linda Alker, Mr Peter Betts, Mr Ron Fisher, Dr Ben Lupton, Dr Mary Meldrum 
(second hour), Ms Josie Moores, Ms Jane Muir, Mrs Sue Shaw, Mr Richard Warren (first hour) 
and Mrs Caroline Robinson (Secretary). 
 
Summary of the issues raised: 
Undergraduate Provision 

 Title change (from BA HRM to BA HRM and Business) had been proposed to give 
greater clarity of the nature of the degree and the new title is also to be included within 
the Combined Honours degree. 

 It was recommended that a marketing plan be produced to help ensure recruitment is at 
an acceptable level as concern was levied that current numbers on certain programmes 
were only at the „viable‟ level. 

 Good practice was evident relating to student feedback but it was recommended that 
feedback mechanisms were made standard. 

 Retention was discussed, with the programme team advised that the new student record 
management system will incorporate the „traffic light system‟ so areas of potential 
problems can be identified and acted upon at an early stage. 

 Progression opportunities between the Business School‟s UG and PG programmes 
need to be clearly explained to students and the information on this made more 
accessible. 

 Concern was expressed regarding the title of the proposed BA Sports Management 
award. It was thought that the programme content did not relate to what the title implied. 
If approved, marketing for this programme will need to make it clear that it is a 
management and leadership programme in a sports context. 

 Students requested the incorporation of further practical professional applied skills at 
UG level. 

 
Postgraduate Provision 

 Concern was expressed that the Panel were being asked to re-approve a programme 
title that currently had no students enrolled on it (MA International HRM). It was agreed 
that a new marketing plan/ strategy was needed to attract and recruit students. 

 The programme team explained that the main drivers for students attending HRM 
programmes at PG level was the accreditation with professional bodies. Next month 
CIPD re-accreditation is scheduled. 

 
Executive Programmes 

 It was suggested that a list of all the units available for use on this programme were 
included in the definitive documentation around the programme structures: this would 
make the scope and content of the programme more accessible and would be 
reassuring to potential clients (students) and the wider community. 

 
C5 Programme Cluster Meeting: International Business and Postgraduate Enterprise 
 
Membership: Professor Ayse Saka-Helmhout (Chair), Dr Natalia Vershinina, Mr Gladstone 
Minzie, Mr Fernando Lourenco, Mr. David Taylor, Mr Stuart Horsbrough, Dr Patricia Rees, Ms 
Ann Howe, Ms Vivien Sheard, Mr Nigel Legge and Ms Tracey Horton (Secretary). 
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Summary of the issues raised: 
Retention and progression 

 It was recognised that retention issues are common across most of the university sector.  
The IB strategy was to have the introduction of tutorials in smaller groups to make them 
more interactive, this is something that has been very successful in the Division. 

 The content of the general business units have been overhauled not to repeat the A 
level syllabus.   

 The Ideas, Creativity and Entrepreneurship unit, has been made more creative and 
exciting for the students. 

 Training of staff for the new units would begin in early September in time for the start of 
the new academic year.  It was felt that all staff involved with the ICE unit would have 
the rationale and experience by the start of delivery. 

 Most staff felt that there was a progression of Learning and Teaching in that staff will 
see students each week and there would be smaller groups e.g. max of 25 per group.  
Tutorials would be held in 1 week blocks in their respective teams. 

 The Faculty Student Support Officer would follow up students who had decided to leave 
the University. 

 
Feedback 

 Staff Student Liaison meetings were held regularly to obtain feedback and this Review 
process had improved this mechanism. 

 Various methods of feedback have been in place, especially since the introduction of 
electronic communications via WebCT Vista for first years and postgraduates.  All 
students had been able to access documents from this source. 

 Communications via lectures and tutorials was another key factor for students. Texting 
in an emergency had been explored and was found to be worthwhile to the students.   

 There is a need for consistency of feedback.  MMUBS have a standard proforma for 
assessment feedback. 

 There is a 2 point indicator on the form for constructive feedback. 

 The University has a 4 week turn around to mark assessments. 
 

Unit Specifications 

 It was felt that the learning outcomes seemed to be very generic – this needed to be 
addressed. 

 It was suggested that there was a need to be have a more measurable criteria. 

 Some reference lists seemed to be inconsistent and incomplete – this needed to be 
addressed. 

 
Dual Awards and Collaborations 

 Arrangements are managed by the MMU International Office for Erasmus students. 

 The Dual Award programmes have collaborative agreements with 7 institutions and 
these agreements are maintained and amended by the Collaboration Office. 

 Communication is very good with these institutions and dialogue is updated to meet the 
up and coming trends. 

 Accreditation is recognised for in coming students. 

 Links are very strong with ESCP-EAP and discussions can be in involved in the 
assessment feedback.  All the standards are agreed with the University. 

 
Innospace 

 Innospace is a new venture within MMUBS.  There is collaboration within the University 
from other faculties.   

 It was felt that Innospace could be used as a guide to creating further Art and Design 
Masters programmes, as this would be helpful for entrepreneurs setting up a more 
practical business. 

 Interaction would be more with teaching and practice. 
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Resources 

 Resourcing is always an issue, especially concerning staff numbers, terms provided and 
contact hours required. 

 The need for further staff development was identified as important, especially to enable 
all staff members to embrace new technological developments for teaching, learning 
and assessment feedback. 

 
Enterprise Programmes 

 The Business Enterprise programme had been successful and had enthused students 
who wanted to become entrepreneurs.   

 The units consist of topics such as: businesses, launching a business and trading within 
a business.   

 Students had access to mentors. 

 Mentors have led to competitions along the lines of “Dragon‟s Den”. 
 
International Business Programmes 

 These programmes are quite different to the Enterprise programmes, but they still have 
industry content. 

 Visiting speakers have helped to develop the programmes 

 A number of students from this cluster have in the past opted to do enterprise based 
units. 

 
Placement Unit 

 International Business is not involved within the Placement unit for overseas 
placements. 

 It has been identified that there is a significant cultural difference to Europe and 
overseas universities participating in placement years.  Research has shown that in 
most of Europe 12 week long placements take place, where in the UK the trend is to 
have a one year long placement.  Discussions are to take place with the Placement 
Manager regarding this. 

 
Undergraduate and Postgraduate Links 

 Discussions have started with the UG and PG teams to encourage students who have 
completed their first degree at MMU to continue onto a postgraduate programme. 

 Shared units will become core specific to programmes and will also be offered as 
electives for flexibility. 

 These links will be encouraged by the introduction of the new Combined Masters 
programmes. 

 
Skill Set 

 Work has commenced with MMUBS Advisory Board regarding soft skills. 

 Students have commented that they would like more presentations rather than long 
word assignments.   

 Level 4 units have individual presentations and team presentations.  The team felt that 
students should he exposed to cross cultural assessment presentations in groups and 
on an individual basis.  This will be developed more during the next academic year. 

 International Business students have exposure to a backbone of information and survey 
criteria of political and economic status and then have to present their findings. 

 
Group work 

 A Group Work Working Group had been set up at MMUBS and a core criteria had been 
presented to students at induction and throughout the year, to help give support to 
students and to identify good practice. 
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Resources available for blended Learning and Teaching 

 Learning and Teaching Days have proved to be a success; these were led by the Senior 
Learning and Teaching Fellows.  Each day covered topics such as:  WebCT, 
Podcasting, Wikki an embedding multi media presentations. 

 More integration of these topics will continue and be expanded upon during the next 
academic year. 

 Post format presentations have worked very well in the Postgraduate Programmes. 

 Learning Support is adjusted when Personal Learning Plans are received, this is in 
conjunction with the Faculty Student Support Officer. 

 There are various learning tools that can be accessed via the Information Discovery, 
Analysis and Interpretation unit.   

 Staff will be trained/ updated on the various electronic tools available for underpinning 
their teaching. 

 
Plagiarism 

 MMUBS recognised the plagiarism tool “Turn It In” and had encouraged students to 
participate in its usage. 

 The team felt that all final year projects at UG level and PG level were compulsory in the 
usage of “Turn It In”. 

 The IB team had given students a one month gap to present projects through the “Turn 
It In” package; after the deadline staff looked through the reports that had been 
produced.  It was felt that this had been very useful for the students‟ understanding of 
plagiarism and also helped staff reading/ marking the projects. 

 
Synergy between MMUBS and MMUC 

 The team identified that this was a new venture for MMUBS; collaboration had been 
ongoing during the preparation of the review and it is hoped it will continue.  Units had 
been identified at MMUC that could be used on the International Business programmes. 

 The Ideas, Creativity and Entrepreneurship unit will be running at MMUC. 

 The team stated that if student numbers increased more interaction with MMUC would 
be welcomed, especially on perhaps block delivery. 

 The Review had been a driver to help synergy. 
  
C6 Programme Cluster Meeting: Marketing and Retail 
  
Membership: Professor Dennis Dunn (Chair), Professor Andrew McAuley, Dr Ruth Ashford, Dr 
Ian Grime, Ms Jie Liu, Dr Danny Moss and Mrs Jenny Plunkett (Secretary). 
 
Summary of the issues raised: 
Background 

 Further to a memo from the Deputy Vice Chancellor the Division of Marketing and Retail 
had been charged with looking at marketing across the University. Taking its lead from 
Mary Meldrum and David Muskett, the marketing and retail undergraduate and 
postgraduate programmes were reviewed.  Research was undertaken regarding 
employers‟ skills requirements and the distinctive added value proposition was 
considered as there were many marketing courses available in the UK.  It was noted that 
the Business School had a very strong reputation at undergraduate level for marketing 
courses and also at postgraduate level in the public relations area but less so at 
postgraduate marketing level.  However MMU Cheshire was considered very strong in 
part time postgraduate programmes and the MSc Marketing Management had been 
popular with international students. 

 It was hoped that the introduction of the Foundation degrees, also developed following 
the above research, would help improve numbers on the Retail Marketing Management 
degrees.  It was considered that the proposition of an undergraduate programme with 
public relations would also add to the Division‟s strengths. 
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Feedback 

 A number of student focus groups across levels and across divisions, meetings with ex-
students, and also industry representatives had taken place.  Staff/student liaison 
meetings were held every term in Manchester and Programme Management Group 
meetings took place in Cheshire. 

 Undergraduate:  Much of the feedback obtained from students, reinforced findings from 
the NSS Survey and the Business School‟s own internal surveys which was that 
undergraduate students had issues with the „skills‟ units and with the current 10 CATS 
units in the quantitative methods and accounting subject areas.  It was noted that the 
NSS results were some of the strongest in the country for marketing and retail 
programmes and one of the top results within the University. 

 Postgraduate:  It was found there was a weakness with the alumni tracking system.  
This was particularly noticeable in the public relations area where there was a large 
amount of movement in jobs particularly after two years of leaving the University and this 
led to difficulties in communication.  It was noted that the Vice Chancellor had the 
intention to develop the alumni system and improve the resource provision centrally.  

 International:  Students from continental Europe and from Asia provided feedback and 
felt that the postgraduate programmes were too academic and would like more practical 
input.  These comments had been taken into account and MMUC were working to 
develop close links with companies in the local area which also had interests overseas 
in the students‟ home countries. 

 External Examiners:  It was confirmed that external examiners had been kept informed 
at all stages and endorsed all changes to the programme provision.  They had received 
the unit specifications, and any recommended changes had been taken into account 
prior to them being sent to the external members of the panel.  A concern regarding the 
final level project when compared to dissertations had been addressed with more staff 
development taking place. 

 
 Retention 

 It was confirmed that staff were aware of the University‟s retention strategy. 

 Student withdrawals at both sites were below the national average. 

 The personal tutor system worked very well and at MMU Cheshire all staff taught on 
level four to improve student engagement, whilst at Manchester the year one tutor took a 
very hands-on approach along with the Student Support Officer. 

 A first year conference for undergraduate programmes had been organised for 6 May to 
develop a strong induction process and to inform all staff of how the PACE and IDAI 
units could link skills across all other units. 

 At postgraduate level it was noted that often students were victims of their own success 
in that they had difficulty completing their dissertations as many had already gained 
employment prior to the completion of the programme. 

 A past statistical increase in non-completions on the public relations programme was 
explained.  A number of Chinese students had joined the programme and they were 
very strong academically but had difficulty with the English language.  This was a 
particular problem in a communications discipline.  

 
 Course Structures 

 Discussion took place regarding the structure of the BA Sports Marketing Management 
programme and its merits.  It was emphasised that it was a strong marketing course with 
contextualisation in the sports area.  It was not a sports degree with marketing and it 
was not trying to compete with sports science programmes.  Extensive market research 
had taken place and it was noted that sports retailing in the North West region was 
prominent and the commercial aspects of sport, diverse.  There was also a strong 
development in the sports area within the Academy of Marketing; and the timing of the 
London Olympics provided relevance and it was hoped to forge strong links with the 
Cheshire site who had liaised with the Olympics organisation team.  The team reassured 
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the panel that it was confident that it had the relevant expertise and collaborative links to 
deliver the programme. 

 Discussion also took place regarding the Combined Masters Network.  The view was put 
forward that a masters qualification was nice to have but the main emphasise amongst 
students was to gain good employment and this thinking had led to the development of 
the programmes.  Concern was expressed by the panel as to whether it was possible to 
engage students at Masters level in more than one subject area whilst maintaining the 
academic integrity. A difficulty in the administrative process of mapping qualifications 
onto the programmes and managing transfers etc was identified.  It was also felt that the 
external market may not be comfortable with the semi-cognate nature of the Network.  It 
struck the panel that the proposal „was a bit messy in the documentation and also a little 
messy in the thinking‟.  It was recommended that the combination of subject areas be 
refined. 

 
 PRSB links 

 Well established advisory boards existed and professional mentors were used on some 
postgraduate programmes from a wide section of the business community and also from 
past alumni members 

 Guest speakers were used on a regular basis. 

 CIM/Academy of Marketing/Sector Skills Councils/McCann Erickson/e-Consultancy had 
advised the programme team on an ongoing basis.  The team took on board their 
current thinking and combined it with academic theory. 

 Most staff were actively researching and/ or undertaking PhDs 

 Staff also acted as placement tutors, visiting students on their sandwich year and in 
developing close links with industry. 

 Staff had shadowed people for the MSc in Place Management which was accredited to 
the Institute of Place Management.  Plans for staff to partake in the Tesco TWIST 
programme (where staff swap roles) were being developed for the future. 

 A member of staff was Educational Advisor for Manchester Digital as an elected board 
member. 

 Effort had been made to integrate with the local business community in Cheshire, in 
particular after the renaming of MMUC. 

 Initiatives regarding CMI and the British Virgin Islands were also launched. 
 
 Learning and Teaching 

 Discussion regarding the resourcing of the programmes ensued paying particular regard 
to face to face engagement. 

 It was noted that units on the Retailing (Tesco) Foundation Degree were written as e-
learning on an e-platform and that they had worked very well.  It was proposed to have 
some limited introduction of similar methods of delivery on a pilot basis on the main 
degree programmes. This would be monitored closely to ensure student engagement 
and avoid any possible negative retention issues. 

 The team would also look at delivering the Retail Operations unit by block teaching. 

 All units currently use WebCT Vista or the intranet at present, moving to WebCT Vista 
from 2008/09. 

 Podcasting had been used to good effect and delivery via e-learning and other digital 
methods were being researched by staff.  Feedback from students had been positive. 

 Generally a flexible mode of delivery was used in Cheshire with a more blended 
approach to learning used for the British Virgin Islands CMI programme. 

 For postgraduate students there was linear and blocked delivery but not during the fist 
semester because of the diverse nature of the students. 

 Extending the collaboration between MMUC and MMUBS was planned to develop more 
synergy for marketing units.  All developments would be fully communicated to the CIM 
as duel award status and accreditation would be sought from CIM once the review and 
validation of all programmes had been completed. 
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 Video presentations regarding an advertisement made by undergraduate level 5 BA 
Advertising Management students for Cillit Bang was shown to the panel as an example 
of an innovative teaching/ learning/ assessment method. 

 
 Good Practice 

 It was felt there was a strong cluster of programmes and that the staff strived to be 
ahead of its competitors‟ offerings in the marketing/ advertising/ public relations/ retail/ 
sports/ digital marketing areas.  They embraced the idea of being distinctive and adding 
value which was a positive thing.  The Tesco programme was seen as a good example 
of the successful liaison with industry. 

 Extensive market research had been undertaken and excellent collaborative processes 
were evident. 

 Evidence of good engagement with the students was clear with innovative teaching and 
learning methods being appropriately implemented. 

 The two staff teams had provided evidence of the benefits of good synergy between the 
two different parts of the university. 

 
Concerns 

 Concerns regarding the BA Sports Marketing programme had been adequately 
addressed in the team discussions. 

 The Combined Masters was thought to be too broad and too inclusive.  There was a 
perceived, possible business risk if it was launched in its current form.  It was felt that 
fewer combinations should be declared. 

 
D1 Full Panel and Programme Team Meeting: Themes 
 
The Panel hosted a „Programme Themes‟ meeting with the leading elements of the Programme 
Team (included all Divisional Heads, all UG & PG Coordinators plus representatives from 
MMUC). The themes discussed were largely areas that the Panel felt required further 
exploration and examination as part of the Review process with the larger Programme Team, 
resulting from the discussions held in the Programme Cluster meetings earlier in the event.  
 
D2 Programme Skills Content  
 
The panel questioned the inclusion of the skills matrix within the programmes proposed, asking 
specifically how could the team ensure that the skills mix is appropriate across all the proposed 
programmes and how the proposals incorporated the requirements from professional bodies 
and the underlying benchmark statements for each subject area. The programme team stated 
they had looked at the existing benchmarking and produced their own frameworks and 
incorporated the necessary requirements into the proposals. This incorporation was spread 
between groups across the Faculty to aid consistency. The incorporation required an efficient 
method of adoption as there were too many skill requirements to adapt these directly as 
Learning Outcomes. However through the use of PDP and professional skills training in, for 
instance, Accounting and Finance programmes, the programme team feel the skills matrix had 
been effectively integrated into the proposals 

 
D3 Research Underpinning 
  
The Panel identified within the definitive documentation provided that research was said to 
underpin the programmes proposed; the proposals were informed by staff research. The Panel 
queried how research fitted into the framework for development within the Business School and 
how links concerning scholarships or professional engagement worked to underpin the Faculty. 
The Panel were informed that research and enterprise engagements had been brought together 
under a single heading. Of the academic staff in the Faculty at least 50% were engaged with 
national level research or publishing to a scholarly or professional audience. It was common 
practice for academic staff to incorporate their own research interests into their teaching: many 
of the proposed units included elements derived from staff research interests, additionally 
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where staff had been engaged in critical thinking this was also fed into the units via the listed 
reading list materials. The Panel felt that the role of research could have been enhanced in the 
documentation produced. 
Regarding the taught output it was felt that the recent RAE exercise had improved the quality of 
papers produced and that this had, as a result, been fed into Master‟s level teaching and was 
now being filtered down into teaching at level 6 with anticipated further filtering into level 5. The 
student handbooks also included detail on staff research interests which could aid dissertation 
topic selection. The Panel felt that in some cases units could be constrained by a lack of 
research interest in certain geographical areas (e.g. SE Asia and the Tiger Economies) within 
the Faculty: this had been recognised, particularly in respect of the example given, this will be 
rectified when possible. 
The Panel also queried how Divisional employer engagements were connected to research. It 
was answered that financial awards had been recently won for research output. An additional 
example of links between research and employer links was provided: Accounting and Finance 
students‟ route through the programme is driven by links with professional bodies and their 
requirements; programmes suitable to the professional body requirements are what is 
proposed. 

 
D4 Internationalisation of the Curriculum 
  
The MMUBS curriculum is driven by the PRIDE acronym and thus included the aim for 
increased internationalisation and inclusivity. The Panel requested further information as to how 
this ideal actually fed into the curriculum proposed as well as the unit content and assessment. 
The programme team replied that the unit content had been internationalised as far as 
specialisms within the Faculty allow; within the unit assessments it had been attempted to 
remove any implication of background UK knowledge. Additionally it was stated that among the 
proposals considered here some programmes have a specific international focus (there is a 
healthy UG International Business programme area as well as International HRM and Public 
Relations programmes at PG level), language unit options had been expanded and number of 
programmes had exchange opportunities. It was also felt that students had an opportunity to 
capitalise on different outlooks, knowledge and cultures through the use of group work as an 
assessment tool in many of the units. The Faculty had internationalised its staffing over recent 
years and aimed to extend this further to fit in with a wider strategy of increasing staff diversity, 
from differing cultural and national backgrounds. Staff development sessions had also been 
held to internationalise the outlook of existing staff. MMUC reported that they also had worked 
on the internationalisation of their home students and facilitated foreign exchanges. 
The Panel queried the largely continental Europe/ US centric nature of the proposals to the 
particular exclusion of the Asia and Pacific region. The programme team accepted there is 
currently a lack of specialism in this area within the Faculty but efforts were being made to meet 
this. For example the Faculty has a number of Asian doctoral students who were also being 
employed as tutors. 
The Panel also noted that External Examiners had commented that international students 
achieved less well than home students and queried what mechanisms were in place to address 
this. In response the programme team stated that wide student support mechanisms were in 
place within the Faculty and the University, however they recognised that this was on occasions 
a problem, usually resulting from the different assessment mechanisms used here to their home 
country. For instance many overseas students had not written a substantial piece of work 
before- this was being addressed through the summative stages, cultural issues had made 
group work engagement difficult for overseas students- this had also be addressed as far as 
possible. Additionally the Faculty Academic Development Committee at the Business School 
had recently approved the setting up of an International Students‟ Working Group which will 
hopefully help to resolve any ongoing problems. 
 
D5 Inclusivity 

 
The question of how the Faculty addressed inclusivity was raised, especially regarding niche 
areas such as Islamic finance which wasn‟t an area covered by the proposals. The University 
has a standing policy aim to widen participation; the Faculty has embraced this and has 
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established a Widening Participation Working Group with representatives across the Divisions. 
The Faculty has also recently appointed a Senior Teaching and Learning Fellow who is to focus 
on widening participation issues. The Business School is also involved in a number of other 
initiatives within the WP agenda; these include developments with local FE Colleges (100 Word 
Challenge and the proposed collaboration with the Working Knowledge Group for example), 
schools liaison, continuation of the Foundation Year and Foundation Degree initiatives, work 
with Greater Manchester Strategic Alliance and development of „alternative‟ assessment and 
flexible delivery models. MMUC also reiterated support for the initiatives developed at the 
Business School whilst also contributing to the Centre for Inclusion based at Crewe. 
The aim of widening participation is included within the Business Schools‟ Strategic Plan and 
the admissions policy used reflects this. The development of units such as Ideas, Creativity and 
Entrepreneurship, Professional and Academic Development and Work Based Learning also aid 
inclusion. The programme team agreed that the student body was diverse in respect of its 
national and cultural backgrounds, however they believed that this was managed successfully 
through appreciating the strengths of the differences. This too was built into the learning 
experience on offer with workshops (PG) and different cultural aspects included (Accounting & 
Finance for example look at different accounting cultural aspects around the world). 
 
D6 Professional Focus 
  
The University advertises itself as „The University for World Class Professionals‟; the Panel 
enquired what this actually meant for the students and graduates of the Business School. The 
programme team felt that, in many cases, it actually reflected reality as many alumni have gone 
on to have an influence and involvement in international business: the University‟s vision aims 
to enhance this further. The Business School staff were also engaged in advising professional 
bodies and had a presence on professional councils, this demonstrated the school and staff‟s 
reputation and its worldwide outlook. MMUC were also very proud of their employment record 
and their links with professional bodies (CMI). 

 
D7 Staff Development 
  
The Panel were interested in gauging what new staff development strategies were in the 
pipeline and how these would be supported by the Faculty. At MMUC, a very diverse Faculty in 
terms of subjects covered, a wide range of activities were undertaken as a matter of course. 
These included learning & teaching conferences, workshops to address any issues raised, 
specific training upon issues like WebCT and teaching large groups as well as issues relating to 
this Review. Centrally the University draws upon CeLT and also hosts learning and teaching 
conferences each year. Within the Business School various Divisional based days have 
occurred or are planned, mainly via the Senior Learning and Teaching Fellows, e-learning 
initiatives have been launched through the appointment of e-champions and other workshops 
have been run to demonstrate good practice as well as Faculty wide Working Groups on areas 
such as assessment and group work. Staff engagement with the development and training on 
offer is good with a large uptake. Areas of change where training has been particularly 
important include the transition from intranet to WebCT: most staff were now thought to be 
comfortable with its use although further training sessions would be made available as 
inconsistency of use had been identified. Further „e-tivities‟ workshops had been planned to 
demonstrate the potential of what IT can do for learning and teaching. 

 
D8 Student Engagement 
  
The Panel questioned what strategies were in place to tackle the issue of student engagement, 
particularly where they are using the IT resources to learn remotely from the University. The 
Panel were informed that non-attendance was monitored at seminars and tutorials and a letter 
was sent to follow this up at an approved point. The programme team agreed that currently the 
level of use of WebCT by staff members was varied; however there was a gradual move away 
from traditional delivery methods occurring, although the varying requirements of students 
needed to be kept in focus. Innovations such as the use of podcasting will hopefully increase 
the levels of engagement with students using modern communication methods with which they 
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are familiar. It was also accepted that due to the IT developments the non-attendance of 
students did not automatically equal disengagement as they could access sufficient resources 
remotely- this was a cultural change that universities in general needed to recognise and 
address in the near future. 
 
D9 Assessment and Feedback 
 
The student meeting identified much misgiving concerning the use of group work as an 
assessment tool, especially as it was not seen as a equitable method of rewarding attainment 
for individual work completed. The programme team accepted that there were misgivings but 
also pointed to the students recognising that the skills and experiences used in undertaking 
group work did mirror those needed in the world of business as well as its use being supported 
by employers. The programme team thought it was also difficult to impose a definitive set of 
standards as different staff members used group work in different ways; guidance had been 
issued to all staff and students concerning its use prior to this academic year, this included help 
as to where to turn if things went wrong. Student feedback on group working had improved 
where peer assessment had been used; the aim is to expand the use of peer assessment 
wherever possible. 
The assessment blend used in a number of the units was queried due to a preponderance of 
40% essay/ 60% exam based strategies, the Panel asked for variety and a wider blending. The 
programme team though had looked at the wider picture and felt that the assessment blend 
across the programmes was balanced with a wide variety used. Those programmes with less of 
an assessment mix were the programmes driven by professional body considerations (e.g. 
Accountancy and HRM) although attempts to vary the balance occurred here too. The Faculty 
Assessment Working Group has also attempted to aid the variety of assessment methods used. 
It was also pointed out that the unit specifications were deliberately written in a bland manner so 
not to be proscriptive upon those who used it and cause greater complications if attempts to 
change the assessment strategy were initiated. The programme team were aware that final 
year students frequently wished to complete assessments that infused them with skills useful 
for employment; where practical more project work was incorporated within the assessment 
regime. 
Issues regarding the quality, quantity and timing of feedback were other big areas of concern for 
the students.  The general feeling was that the quantity and quality of feedback was variable 
and it was not always received in time for exam preparations. The Faculty does use a standard 
feedback form which aims to guide staff to give suitable pointers to the students, for instance, it 
asks for an indication of two ways the assignment could be improved. The University standard 
turn-round on marking given is four weeks- this was usually adhered to. The programme team 
accepted that student feedback upon this area was low, demonstrated by the NSS scores and 
that more needed to be done. Suggestions on how this could be progressed revolved around 
improving communication strategies towards students in general, setting students expectations 
and making more use of the induction process as a period of informing the students. 
Innovations, such as using audio feedback (BIT) could also be trialled to see if these methods 
aided the situation. 
 
D10  Communication 
The student meetings had highlighted that multiple systems of communication are used to 
inform them about developments/ changes etc. The general feeling was that a single, reliable 
system would be preferable that allows all students to easily access any communications from 
the faculties. The students would appreciate greater use of WebCT as the main portal; greater 
direction as to where information is to be found was considered vital. The Panel recommended 
that the sharing of good communications best practice is shared across the academic staff. 
 
The Panel supported the formal student consultative meetings that occur (such as the Staff- 
Student Liaison Committee and Programme Committees), however it would appear that the 
current system doesn‟t ensure that the communication loop is being successfully and 
consistently closed as the students were vocal in doubting whether their suggestions were 
being acted upon. Although attempts, such as poster campaigns, had been used to bolster 
feedback the perception remained that the student voice was not being listened to.  
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D11 Enterprise and Employment 
The Panel queried how employment and enterprise initiatives were incorporated and developed 
into the programme curriculum. The proposals contain a number of units that are, or have 
significant elements of, enterprise based themes (e.g. ICE and the work-based unit) with further 
developments planned in this area. Outside the formal curriculum a number of additional 
activities were available, such as enterprise games, volunteering, Student Enterprise Society 
(virtual group), Start-up Café (global networking opportunity), Innospace (physical focus of 
enterprise) and the possibility of a self-employed Placement year. 
The Panel appreciated the enterprise elements available to the students, yet wondered how 
these were fully incorporated into the curriculum, particularly Accounting and Finance and HRM 
where the creativity and innovation seemed less, especially regarding the assessment methods 
used. Due to involvement with the professional bodies the scope for great creativity is 
somewhat hampered as is the pressures, within Accounting and Finance particularly, for staff 
time which also restricts development. 
With regards to employment the programmes incorporated a range of competencies and 
transferable skills, which were used within the assessment strategies, for the student to 
develop. Additionally specific units (such as PDP) have been developed to improve 
employability requirements. The expansion of the Placement year across all MMUBS 
programmes and the fact the University itself focuses greatly on the development of 
employability will also help in this area. The student meetings highlighted that a greater focus 
on the „soft skills‟ used within industry was felt to be more useful than the development of 
academic skills such as essay writing for this purpose. 
 
D12 Retention 
Questions regarding the issue of student retention focussed upon what strategies were in place 
to improve the retention levels of students. Both faculties involved have a Retention Strategy 
which targets an 85% retention rate, which is close to being achieved. Areas of concern 
regarding retention had been identified and systems had been put in place to alleviate these, 
although it was felt important for good practice to be shared. The programme team pointed out 
that the statistics provided to the Panel were a crude measurement and may not have included 
students returning after successful examination re-sitting. Changes had also been made to 
units, especially the learning and teaching strategies incorporated, to make them more 
appealing, interesting and engaging for students.  
 
D13 Quality Assurance Arrangements 
The nature of this Review means that the usual University quality assurance arrangements do 
not completely fit. As such some adaptation has, and will be necessary, to the standard model 
used to ensure that the quality assurance arrangements are sufficiently in place and that these 
are flexible enough to deal with the complexity of the revised situation, most notably the link up 
between MMUBS and MMUC. The University is supportive of this subject review approach and 
is keen for it to be used as a developmental model for future reviews. The aim is for the existing 
committee structures and quality assurance processes to be applied wherever possible: where 
necessary consultation with the Head of CASQE and the Academic Development Committee 
will be needed to revise and amend where necessary. Unit coding issues were also flagged as 
an area upon which further consultation will be necessary. 
   
 
End of PARMRPT(B) 
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PART C: RESPONSE TO CONDITIONS: STATUS REPORT 
 

Programme Title 
 

Foundation Degrees in Business and related subjects 
 
Undergraduate Business Programmes (incorporating and 
combining provision from MMUBS and MMUC) 
 
Postgraduate Business Programmes (incorporating and 
combining provision from the MA/ MSc Business School 
Network (MMUBS) and the Business and Management 
Postgraduate Programme (MMUC)) 
 

Type of Event 
 

Review 

Date of Event 
 

21-22 April 2008 

Deadline for fulfilment of 
Conditions 

31 May 2008 
 

Panel Chair 
 

Professor Maureen Wayman 

 

Response to be approved by (indicate as appropriate) 

 

Panel Chair on behalf of 
Panel 

X 

All/designated Panel 
Member (please specify) 

 

 
 

1 Action Taken in Response to Conditions 

The following conditions of approval must be fulfilled before the programme may commence: 
 

1. The definitive documentation supplied to the Panel needs to be thoroughly reviewed 
to ensure standardisation in all aspects of its presentation. A complete combing of the 
relevant documents is required to ensure that all anomalies, inconsistencies, 
omissions and errors are removed. This is to include the unit specifications also, 
where, for example, the scripting and quantity of learning outcomes needs to be 
addressed and standardised, the linkage between the LOs and the defined 
assessment strategies needs clearer articulation and the expression of the learning 
hours for each unit needs further definition. 

 
The definitive documentation has been rigorously combed and reviewed by a combination of 
the various programme teams, CASQE and the Panel Chair. All anomalies, inconsistencies, 
omissions and errors identified have been removed from the documents. The documents 
have thus been approved via a series of meetings post-Review to discuss progress and 
identify areas needing further modification. 
The unit specifications likewise have been reviewed although it is accepted by all the key 
players involved that the process of standardising them can continue throughout the 
academic year. 
 

2. That a complete audit of the collaborative provision within the Management and 
Business subject area included within this review is undertaken with the results 
provided to the Chair, to demonstrate that all agreements are current, appropriately 
signed and are still applicable to the revised programmes produced as part of this 
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review. 
 
A register of the collaborative provision undertaken by MMUBS and the Department of 
Management and Business, MMUC has been produced and will be maintained by the 
Quality Officer at MMUBS. All agreements are current and appropriately signed. 
 
The Panel additionally requests that the following is noted: 
 
The proposed BA (H) Sports Management (and Exchange/ Sandwich versions) were not 
approved by the Panel at this time. The Panel requested that further discussion is 
undertaken between the Deans of the Business School and MMU Cheshire, along with 
appropriate senior staff, to ensure that agreement and understanding is reached regarding 
concerns raised within the Panel discussion. These concerns include queries regarding the 
programme’s sports content; whether it is a sports or a management based programme; and 
whether it has been appropriately benchmarked. After the required consultation has been 
completed and agreement reached and any necessary documentation changes have been 
made, the programme can be approved by Chair’s Action. 
 
After further consultation, between MMUBS, Department of Exercise and Sport Science and 
the Dean‟s of MMUC and MMUBS, agreement was reached upon the content, structure and 
focus of this award title. Several units owned by the Department of Exercise and Sport 
Science were incorporated into the award, the documentation has been updated accordingly 
to reflect the agreement reached. 
 
The Panel identified the close similarities between the existing MSc Management (Manager 
Development Stream) and the proposed MA Management Practice. The Panel identified that 
the proposed programme wasn’t due to start till 2009; in the meantime it was requested that 
the two programme teams meet, discuss and agree a common programme and award title to 
be delivered across both locations by the proposed 2009 start date (for MMUC). The 
revisions can then be approved via Chair’s Action. 
 
The programme team‟s have begun this process and will present an agreed common 
programme for the start of 2009-10 academic session. 
 

2 Documentation submitted to for approval 

All the definitive documentation (FdA, UG and PG) produced as a consequence of this 
Review, plus all the unit specifications, have been provided both to the Review Chair and to 
CASQE for detailed analysis to ensure that they are accurate, consistent and that the 
conditions stated have been met. Due to the quantity of work involved to complete the 
standardisation of the unit specifications, it was agreed that alterations upon the units could 
continue through this academic year to this end. A register of collaborative partners has also 
been produced; this too was submitted for approval. 

 

 

 

3 Panel Chair/Panel Member Comments 

Section A7 of the Summary Report identifies this „subject review style‟ approach involving 
two faculties as a pilot and model for possible future development.  Lessons learned and 
issues raised as a consequence of what can only be described as an ambitious pilot of 
Herculean proportion have been discussed through post-review meetings, all of which have 
been documented for future reference. If there is a belief that this model is worthy of further 
development then some modification to the University committee structure will be required to 
better facilitate inter and cross faculty subject debate. Attention also needs to be given to the 
duration of any future similar events and the turn around time for conditions to be fulfilled.  
The successful engagement of staff from two faculties [based over thirty miles apart] in an 
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exchange of ideas and sound academic debate, was largely due to the sustained 
commitment of the Acting Head of Department at MMUC and the Head of P/G programmes 
and QE at MMUBS who was supported by an excellent administrator.  The involvement of 
the Head of CASQE in the planning phase also provided a strong steer on how this unusual 
event could be managed.   
 

 

4 Confirmation of approval 

I confirm that I am satisfied that the conditions of approval have been fulfilled. 
 
 
Signed: 
 
Date: 

 

 
 
 
 

 

For CASQE use only 

C3 Date(s) Response to Conditions 
considered by Head of ASQE 

 

C4 Date(s)  CASQE 
Recommendation(s) on 
conditions submitted to AQSSc 

 

C5 Date of final AQSSc approval 
 

 

 

End of PARMRPT(C) 
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APPENDIX A 
 
List of all changes made to the programme/ network of programmes as part of the 
review/modification event 
 
New routes/ award titles (Foundation degrees in Business) 
FdA in Business Start-up 
 

New routes/ award titles (Undergraduate Business Programmes Network) 
BA (Hons) Sports Management and (Sandwich/ Exchange) 
BA (Hons) Sports Marketing Management and (Sandwich/ Exchange) (first intake due in 
2009) 
BA (Hons) Advertising Management and Public Relations and (Sandwich/ Exchange) (first 
intake due in 2010) 
 
New Combined Honours routes proposed by MMUBS:  
Human Resource Management 
Logistics 
Project Management 
These will be subject to the supervision of the Combined Honours programme team. 
 
New routes/ award titles (Masters and Professional Programmes Network/ Executive 
Programmes Network in Management and Business) 
University Certificate in Professional Development 
Diploma in Professional Studies in Management and Leadership 
MSc Marketing Communications 
MSc Leadership 
MSc International Creative Advertising 
MSc Accounting and Finance 
MSc Finance 
MSc Financial Services 
MSc Strategic Financial Management 
MSc Entrepreneurial Practice 
MSc Practising Management  
MSc International Public Relations 
 
New Combined Masters routes proposed by MMUC:  
Business 
Strategy 
Marketing 
Finance 
Organisational Development 
Organisational Change 
Leadership 

Creation of Executive Programmes suite 

 
Executive programmes were separated out from the other postgraduate and professional 
programmes into a separate Network: 
 
Existing programmes transferred: 
MSc Digital Marketing Communications 
MSc Place Management 
MSc Business Management (Wigan and Leigh FE College) 
MSc Business and Management (Virgin Islands) 
Diploma in Professional Studies (named route) 
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University Certificate (named route) 
Certificate in Professional Studies (named route) 
 
New titles proposed: 
MSc Integrated Marketing Communications 
 

Amended titles (Undergraduate Business Programmes Network) 
Title change to Digital Marketing (formerly and) Communication 
BA (Hons) Retail Marketing and (Sandwich) version to become BA (Hons) Retail Marketing 
Management (Sandwich/ Exchange) 
BSc (Hons) Business Information Systems and (Sandwich) to become BSc (Hons) Business 
Systems Management and (Sandwich) 
 

Discontinued titles (Undergraduate Business Programmes Network) 
BA (Hons) Business Studies 
BSc (Hons) Business Information Technology International and (Sandwich) 
BSc (Hons) e-Business 
BSc (Hons) Business Information Systems and (Sandwich) 
BA (Hons) Accounting Information Systems 
BA (Hons) Human Resource Management and Business 
 
MMUC are also separately discontinuing: 
HND Sports Management 
BA (Hons) Business Management (Leisure Studies) 
 
Discontinued titles (Masters and Professional Programmes Network/ Executive 
Programmes Network in Management and Business) 
MSc Accounting and Business 
MA Public Relations 
MA Public Relations (International) 
MA Strategic Marketing 
MSc Arts and Cultural Management 
MSc Business Information Technology Management 
MSc Law and the Employment Relationship 
MSc Leadership and Change Management 
MSc Organisational Change and Development Management 
MSc Professional Accounting 
MA Retail Management 
Postgraduate Certificate in Public Sector Management 
University Certificate in Supervisory Management 
Diploma/Certificate in Professional Studies Health and Social Care Management 
University Certificate in Supervisory Management  
Graduate Certificate in Management and Leadership (extension of intake requested) 
University Certificate in Enterprise 
 

All unit specifications (Foundation degrees in Business/ Undergraduate Business 
Programmes Network) available on the Network 
 

All Divisions 
 
Placement Year 
Self-Employed Work Placement 
 
Accounting and Finance 
 
Level 4 
Economics and Law 
Finance for Business 
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Financial Accounting 
Management Accounting 1 
 
Level 5 
Accounting Theory and Practice 
Business Accounting 
Business Law 
Corporate Finance 
Financial Analysis and Regulation 
International Accounting and Finance 
Investment Management 
Management Accounting 2 
Professional and Personal Development 
Risk Analysis and Evaluation 
 
Level 6 
Accounting and Governance 
Accounting for Performance Management 
Advanced Accounting Theory and Practice 
Advanced Corporate Finance 
Audit and Assurance 
Case Studies in Financial Planning 
Case Study 
Corporate Financial Management 
European Management Studies 
Financial Markets and Institutions 
Management Accounting 3 
Personal Financial Planning 
Public Sector Accounting 
Risk Management in Banking and Insurance 
Theory and Practice of Taxation 
 
Business Information Technology and Management Science 
 
Level 4 
Financial Technology 1 
Information Discovery, Analysis and Interpretation 
Information Systems & Applied Technology 
Managing Information 
Quantitative Methods in Finance 
Understanding Business Organisations 
 
Level 5 
Business Research and Professional Skills 
Designing and Managing the Supply Chain 
Digital Technologies Design and Build 
Financial Technology 2 
Information & Communications Technology in Organisations 
Information Systems Project Management 
Operations Management & Decision Making 
People and Project Management 
Supply Chain Management 
 
Level 6 
Business Research and Consultancy 
Developing a Digital Business 
Human Factors for Business Information Systems 
Information and Knowledge in Networked Organisations 
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Information Systems Strategy 
Managing Business Logistics and the Supply Chain 
Managing Complexity and Risk 
Organising for Operations 
Project Management 
Research Project 
 
Human Resource Management and Organisational Behaviour 
 
Level 4 
Human Resource Management 
Introduction to Sports Management 
Personal & Professional Development 1 
Professionalism, Achievement and Employability 
Understanding People 
Work-based Learning (Business Processes) 
 
Level 5 
Law and the Employment Relationship 
Leadership in Retail 
Learning and Development 
Manage and Develop People in Retail 
Managing People 
Personal & Professional Development 2 
Work-based Learning (Policies and Practice) 
 
Level 6 
Critical Organisational Analysis 
Cross Cultural Management 
Ethics and Business 
International & Comparative Employment Relations 
Leadership in Context 
Strategic Human Resource Management 
Strategic Sports Management 
Work-based Learning (role of the manager) 
 
Marketing and Retail 
 
Level 4 
Consumer Psychology and Behaviour 
In Store Customer Marketing 
Marketing Communications Theory and Practice 
Principles of Marketing 
Retail Environment 
Retail Operations 
 
Level 5 
Advertising 
Brand Management 
Commercial Aspects of Sport 
Creative Brand Strategy 
Demand Chain Management 
Direct and Interactive Relationship Marketing 
Manage Retail Customer Service 
Retail Law 
 
Level 6 
Corporate Reputation Management 
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Critical Consumer Studies 
Digital Marketing Communications Management 
Integrated Marketing Communications 
International and Global Marketing 
International Retailing 
Locational Planning and Place Marketing 
Marketing Law 
Marketing of Financial Services 
Public Relations & Public Affairs 
Sports Branding and Sponsorship 
Sports Retail Marketing 
Strategic Communications and Advertising Planning 
Strategic Marketing Management 
 
Strategy Entrepreneurship and International Business 
 
Level 4 
Enterprise & Employability 
Global Politics 
Ideas, Creativity and Entrepreneurship Year 1 
The Global Context of Modern Business 
 
Level 5 
Business and Sustainability 
Business Planning for Start-Up 
Enterprise Perspectives 
Ideas, Creativity and Entrepreneurship 
International Trading Relations of the European Union 
Reflective Practice for Business Start-Up 
The Fundamentals of International Business 
 
Level 6 
Business Economics 
Business Partnership Project 
Corporate & Global Strategy 
Economics and Business of the Asia-Pacific Region 
Enterprising Management 
European Business Environment 
European Management Project 
Innovation and Technology Management 
International Business Strategy 
Language 
North American Business and Political Environment 
Professional and Academic Development (PAD) 
Social Enterprise 
Sustainable Business 
 
MMU Cheshire 
 
Level 4 
Economics and Finance for Leisure and Sport 
Foundation Legal Studies 
ICT Applications 
Learning and Employability 
Management Skills 
Managing Human Resources 
Managing Leisure and Sports Organisations 
Marketing Research 
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Maths and Economics for Business 
Operations Management 
Organisational Contexts 
Small Business Accounting 
Systems Analysis 
Work-related Project 1 
 
Level 5 
Consumer Behaviour 
Designing Information Systems 
Employee Development 
Financial Accounting 
International Marketing 
Investigative Methods 
Legal Aspects of Employment 
Legal Liability and Systems 
Leisure Policy, Planning and Implementation 
Management Accounting (Business Management) 
Managerial Law 
Managing in Organisations 
Marketing Concepts and Planning 
Operations Management Techniques 
Work-related Project 2 
 
Level 6 
Advanced Managerial Law 
Business Finance Theory & Practice 
Career Development 
Contemporary Issues in Management 
Contemporary Legal Issues 
Employee Relations 
Financial Management 
Information Systems Development 
Managing Employee Performance 
Managing in a Knowledge Economy 
Marketing Communications Strategy 
Practicum 
Rights and Freedoms 
Services Marketing 
Strategic ICT Applications 
Strategic Management 
Strategic Marketing in Context 
 
Externally Validated Units 
 
Level 4 
Financial Analysis 
Financial Services Environment 
People in Financial Services 
Personal, Academic and Work-Based Development 1 
Professional Ethics 
Research Methods 
 
Level 5 
Integrated Work-Based Learning 
Legal Aspects of Financial Services 
Marketing and Communication Systems 
Personal, Academic and Work-Based Development 2 
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Risk Management 
 

All unit specifications (Masters and Professional Programmes Network/ Executive 
Programmes Network in Management and Business) available on the Network 

 
All Divisions 
 
Dissertation 
Executive Practice and Development 
Key Issues in Business and Management 
 
Accounting and Finance 
 
Accounting and Finance for Managers 
Accounting for Management Control 
Accounting, Society, and the Environment 
Applied Corporate Finance 
Financial Management and Information Communication Systems 
International Corporate Reporting 
International Finance 
International Financial Management 
Regulation, Compliance, and Governance 
Risk Management and Financial Institutions 
Strategic Financial Management 
Strategic Public Finance 
Strategic Risk Management 
Taxation and Financial Decisions 
The Analysis and Use of Financial Statements 
 
Business Information Technology and Management Science 
 
Advanced Logistics and Supply Chain Management 
Enterprise Resource Planning 
Logistics and Supply Chain Management in a Business Context 
Management Information Systems 
Procurement and Inventory Decision Management 
Project Management Methods and Tools 
Social and Organisational Aspects of Project 
 
Human Resource Management and Organisational Behaviour 
 
Action Learning for Managers 
Comparative Employment Relations 
Cross Cultural Management 
Delivering Quality Services 
Developing Creativity and Innovation in Leadership 
Employment Law 
Ethics, Justice, and Equality 
Excellent Communication in a Diverse Organisation 
Human Resource Management as a Strategic Business Partner 
International Human Resource Management 
Leadership Ethics 
Managing and Developing People 
Managing and Rewarding Performance 
Managing Human Resources 
Managing the Employment Relationship 
Organisational Change and Transition 
Personnel, Individual and team Development 
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Professional and Personal Development in a Changing Environment 
Quality and Customer Service 
Recruitment, Selection and Performance Management 
Reflective Leadership 
Reflective Management Portfolio 
Strategic Human Resource Development 
Strategic Issues in HRM 
Talent Management 
The Dynamics of Leadership 
The Organisation, Marketing and Service Operations 
The Professional Performer (CIPD) 
Understanding People & Organisations 
 
Marketing and Retail 
 
Corporate and Public Affairs 
Customer Acquisition and Conversion Concepts in Digital Marketing Communications 
Customer Management and Retention Concepts in Digital Marketing Communications 
Developing Professional Practice 
Digital and Media Environment 
Integrated Marketing Communications Planning and Control 
International Brand Strategy 
Market-led Management 
Monitoring, Measurement and Management 
Place Marketing and Development 
Public Relations and Communications Theory and Practice 
Public Relations Skills and Competencies 
Strategy and Planning for Digital Marketing Communications 
 
Strategy Entrepreneurship and International Business 
 
Business Economics 
Innovation and Globalisation Strategy 
International Business Management 
International Strategy 
Managing Organisational Performance 
Shaping Your Ideas 
Strategy, Environment, and Markets 
Sustainable Development 
The Origins and Evolution of International Business 
 
MMU Cheshire 
 
Advanced Management Accounting 
Corporate Financial Strategy 
Emerging Market Strategies 
Entrepreneurship and Innovation 
Global Strategic Management 
Integrated Marketing Communications 
International Capital Markets 
International Marketing Strategy 
Leadership and Decision Making 
Leading and Thinking Strategically 
Managing Employee Engagement and Organisational Performance 
Managing Grievances, Discipline and Dismissal 
Managing Operations and Continuous Improvement 
Managing Organisational Performance (BM) 
Managing Organisations in a Global Context 
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Organisational Consultancy 
Relationship Marketing 
Strategic Management Practice 
Strategic Marketing Management 
 
Other Units 
 
Art and Design: 
 
Art Direction and Media 
Creative Thinking 
 

Variations to /exemption from University Regulations (Masters and Professional 
Programmes Network/ Executive Programmes Network in Management and Business) 
MA Human Resource Management  
MA International Human Resource Management 
In order to gain the Chartered Institute of Personnel and Development Graduate membership 
award, students will be required to gain a minimum mark of 45% in the examination element 
of the core units. This regulation only applies for those units which include both an 
assignment and an examination. 
 
Changes to programme structure (All Business Programmes Network) 
Three and four year variants of all courses at MMUBS (Sandwich/ Exchange option added to 
all awards). 
For all the award/ programme structures see the specific Programme Network document. 
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APPENDIX B 
 

Issues Raised by Student Representatives (MMUC) 
 

Panel members Professor Maureen Wayman and Mr Philip Lloyd met with 
representatives of current and former MMU Cheshire Business & Management 
students, Undergraduate and Postgraduate, Full Time and Part Time on the 9 April. A 
helpful discussion took place covering a number of areas: 

 
Strengths of the Programmes 

o The approachability and commitment of the teaching staff. 

o The flexibility available to Part Time students. 

o The support and encouragement given to students by tutors. 

 
Areas for Potential Improvement 

o A greater emphasis on the development of employability skills would be 
particularly beneficial to both Full Time and Part Time students. 

o More support from administrative staff, particularly for finance related issues. 

o Timely and detailed assignment feedback was required on a more consistent 
basis. 

o More in-depth lectures for Part Time students attending one afternoon per week. 

o Wider availability of careers advice. 

o Significant variability in provision and effectiveness of systems for student support 
and quality management 

 

Reasons for choosing MMU Cheshire Business & Management 

o Good local provision - all aspects available at other universities were available in 
the local area therefore avoiding the need to travel. 

o There was a wide choice of Business subjects available, with the possibility of 
specialising in a chosen area. 

o Former Undergraduate students received a good discount to stay on to complete 
a Masters course and this had been a good incentive. 

o There was a link between Business provision at MMU Cheshire and South 
Cheshire College of FE and taking up this opportunity was a logical step. 

  

Programme Content 

o Part Time students felt that the sequence of their units was unhelpful and their 
understanding would have been improved if units were studied in a more logical 
order. 

o It was noted that some lecture notes dated from 2003 and there was concern 
about the currency of this material. 

o At induction, a greater emphasis on the development of referencing, essay writing 
and general study skills would have been appreciated 

 
The Student Voice 

o Full Time students felt that their representatives were listened to and issues dealt 
with appropriately. 

o Departmental Student-Staff liaison meetings were not always well publicised. 
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o Part Time students were not aware of the procedure for raising any concerns, 
and did not know who their representatives were. They also felt response to their 
e mail enquiries was often very slow. 

o Only the Marketing Department seemed to ask for student evaluations; there 
were some unit evaluations requested for option units, but not fore compulsory 
ones. 

o Systems for surveying student opinion were erratic and frequently non-existent, 
with little evidence of any response 

o Communication with students was often via email, which was important 
particularly to ensure support for part-time students.  However, the lack of a 
consistent system for linking MMU student addresses with preferred personal 
email addresses was seriously compromising the potential of electronic 
communication 

 
Employability / Careers Advice 

o Guidance on developing employability skills was considered to be inadequate, as 
was the level of careers advice available. Guidance on exactly what skills 
students had developed through each unit would have been helpful when 
completing job applications. 

o Local employers visiting to speak to students would be very helpful. There 
appeared to be a number of careers events in Manchester but MMU Cheshire 
appeared to be neglected. 

 

Learning Resources 

o Resources were considered to be good, although Part Time students were 
concerned that they faced particular difficulties renewing library books (and 
therefore penalties) as a result of the limited time they were on campus which 
had not been resolved. 

o Some teaching staff made lecture materials available through WebCT while 
others appeared unable to use this technology and a more consistent approach 
would be appreciated. 

 
Feedback on Assignments 

o Feedback was generally inadequate, and this was a major concern for all 
students. More clarity was needed on what was expected for assignments, and 
this was particularly important to mature students returning to study after some 
years out of the learning environment. 

o Although written comments on work were given, these were often brief and not 
helpful in providing guidance to improve. 

o Little face-to face feedback was provided.  It was appreciated that this might be 
difficult if numbers were large but in such cases class discussion should take 
place based on general issues raised in work submitted 

o Where students had arranged to meet tutors to discuss assignments, clear and 
helpful guidance was given. 

 

Pastoral Care 

o A Personal Tutor system was in place for Full Time students and this was 
generally very effective. Students whose Personal Tutor was also one of their 
lecturers found this relationship to be more helpful. 
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o The Faculty Student Support Officer had been particularly helpful, arranging 
sessions for the development of essay writing skills etc, and being available to 
spend time supporting small groups of students. 

o Part Time students were not aware of the availability of the Student Support 
Officer. 
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APPENDIX C 
 

Issues Raised by Student Representatives (MMUBS) 
 

The Panel met with a good number of students and alumni who had attended 
MMUBS. The Panel and the student representatives were split into two groups and 
met concurrently. The report below covers issues raised across both these meetings. 
 
Reasons for choosing MMU Business School 

o The availability of professional qualifications/ exemptions from these (particularly 
CIPD and accounting & finance based) were rated as important factors, although 
some frustration with the specificity needed to gain certain exemptions (e.g. a 
particular unit at level 6 for CIM exemptions) was expressed. 

o The location of the Business School, in Manchester, was seen as a key attractive 
factor. 

o That the School is a designated Centre for Research Excellence was a strong 
factor for those students who were funded or supported by their employers to take 
a programme here. 

o The School has a local good reputation and the facilities were felt, by some, to be 
good in comparison to other Business Schools‟. 

  
Strengths of the Programmes 
 

o The approachability, helpfulness and commitment of the teaching staff. 

o The wide incorporation of the Placement option was widely supported as 
attractive. Those students present who were/ had taken this option spoke highly 
of the Placement Team and their efforts and help. 

o The development of the student‟s research skills and the general awareness 
raising of how the individual interacts with others. 

o The School has a good mix of students; its alumni are strong and passionate 
ambassadors on its behalf. 

o The programmes provide a good grounding for future business careers. 

 
Areas for Potential Improvement 

o More external input (although what was offered was considered good), wider use 
of case studies and practical examples within the teaching. 

o The inclusion of more practical (soft) skills within the programmes at 
undergraduate level (e.g. interviewing skills, psychometric testing practice and 
presentations). 

o The International Business area was felt not to have developed enough employer/ 
industry links. 

 

Programme Content 

o Students following Business Studies programmes felt that the inclusion of human 
resource based skills would be a useful addition to their programme of study. 

o A number present commented that student participation in seminars was low and 
that the groups were frequently far too big. Support was given for the units that 
make seminar participation part of the assessment regime, where an incentive to 
participate existed it had improved the situation. 

o Wider use of presentations as assessment was encouraged as the development 
of the skills needed for these were considered very useful within future 
employment. 
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The Student Voice 

o The value of the unit evaluation process was queried; students were not aware of 
any impact their comments were having upon the units in future - little feedback 
was ever received.  

o Communication with students was often by a variety of methods, inconsistently 
used. It was felt that a single system/ portal of communication should be used so 
the student knows where to look for the information needed. 

o There was some frustration evident from students that attended either/ or staff-
student liaison groups and programme committees that although they were 
actively invited to contribute they could identify little that suggested they were 
being listened to and their comments addressed. It was felt that feedback should 
be made available via the methods used to collect the data. However, some 
students felt they were being heard on all levels. 

o The development of WebCT was seen as a positive communication tool as long 
as it was used to its potential (unlike the intranet) and in a consistent manner. 

 
Employability / Careers Advice 

o The students felt that employability was not always included as a formal part of 
the programme, although outside the programme there were plenty of 
opportunities. 

o Examples of networking events organised with employers/ organisations were 
given. These included talks and other various initiatives across the Faculty.  

o The Placement option was considered to be one of the best boosts to future 
employability due to the real world experience received, the contacts made and 
the transferable skills gained. Other unit options available that enabled the 
student to work alongside an employer on a project or dissertation were also 
praised. 

 

Learning Resources and Assessment 

o Resources were considered to be good, although part-time students stated that 
access to these was not always easy due to the limited time they were on 
campus. 

o The students felt that the standard and quantity of work required for individual 
units was largely comparable, although some disparity between the electronic 
provision for individual units was noticed.  

o Some teaching staff made materials available through WebCT while others 
appeared unable to use this technology. It was generally felt that more extensive 
use would be beneficial, although some students expressed that more traditional, 
paper-based methods, were still favoured by some. Certainly a more consistent 
use/ approach would be appreciated. 

o The part-time students present felt that the use of group work, particularly in their 
final year was not good for the students as this increased reliance on the 
availability of others, which by their nature of attendance was not always 
forthcoming. 

o Group work was a big issue with many of the students present, with comments 
on the difficulty of inter-group relations and the problem of free-riding not being 
sufficiently dealt with. The students generally felt it was wrong to assess group 
work on what the group as a whole produced rather than assessing individual 
contributions, especially where this could affect the final degree classification. 
However the students accepted that its inclusion did produce some good learning 
experiences for the world of work. 
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o The student exposure to academic journals was felt to be good, particularly at 
levels 6 and 7. The depth of the electronic library resources were praised. 

o Further clarity on assessment criteria and the assessments purpose, the level of 
work expected and on the grading system used to mark it was requested across 
the board. 

o The cost of printing plus the lack of printers (particularly colour) was a concern, 
especially where the work handing-in dates were bunched together. 

 
Feedback on Assignments 

o Feedback was of a variable quantity and quality, some excellent, some sparse: 
the use of the assignment feedback template was inconsistent.  

o Where written comments on work were given, these were often brief and not 
helpful in providing enough guidance for improvement. 

o The timing of returning assignment feedback was also not always sufficient, 
particularly in the run up to exams. 

o The students felt that academic staff were, in the main, approachable; however 
there was not enough consistency across programmes or units regarding 
feedback on assignments with varying examples used to demonstrate the 
differences. 

 

Pastoral Care 

o The induction process used for first years at the Business School was 
considered helpful but confused in operation. Further locational help concerning 
the surrounding area would be appreciated. 

o Although one student had had a poor experience regarding the support services 
available at the Business School, it was generally felt that a good system was in 
place and that this was of great benefit to the students who needed extra 
support. However having only one Student Support Officer for the Faculty was 
an obvious constraint. 
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APPENDIX D 
 

Notes from the Meeting with Industry/ Employers Representatives 

 

The Panel met a small number of industry/ employment representatives who discussed with 
the Panel their experiences of working with MMUBS and its graduates. 

 

Connections 
Generally it was felt that the Business School maintained good links with industry/ employers 
in the local area with examples given on many levels. The representatives mentioned 
numerous local initiatives where a strategic engagement with the Business School had led to 
improved cooperation, communication and networking and understanding. Additionally the 
representative present from a professional body also commented that they had developed a 
strong relationship with the Accounting and Finance Division; they also provided examples of 
where graduate employment has been forthcoming due to the reputation of the programme. 
The Business School also maintains close contact with industry/ employers through its 
Business Advisory Board. Additionally MMUC were congratulated for their presence in the 
local community and for the work they have done with employers. 
 

Future developments 

The representatives present felt that the business model and areas of operation of the 
Business School was strong in the key areas. A question remained, however, over whether 
the Business School was reaching its full potential and, if not, how much of this was due to it 
being constrained in its theatre of operations by the University structure itself. 

The majority of the students attending the Business School are from the Manchester region 
and are looking to remain, at least initially here, as such the representatives supported the 
Business School‟s involvement locally whilst encouraging it to maintain and expand these 
links further wherever possible. A number of the employers/ industry representatives present 
expressed a willingness to further expand developments and connections with the Business 
School, to increase awareness, understanding and expectations: the University expressed its 
receptivity to these suggestions. 

Expansion to mentoring opportunities and the possibility of bringing industry representatives 
into the assessment process was discussed. It was understood that industry representatives 
would assess differently from academics- could be an interesting future development. 
Comment was made concerning the speed it took to develop a mutually rewarding 
relationship with the University; it wasn‟t clear who to contact: „where is the door‟? 

 

Skills focus 

The industry/ employment representatives outlined the kind of skills that they are looking for 
within graduates; most of which were the softer skills which had become increasingly 
important, such as team-working, conflict resolution and group working, rather than 
academic skills. However, the ability to write a good report and some industry specific 
technical skills were still seen as very important by some present. Additionally a request for 
more practical based pieces of work to be incorporated within the programme was made with 
the explanation that the experiences and skills gained from these would aid the graduates to 
produce examples whilst in interview. A competency framework used by employers should 
also be used to illustrate to students what skills they need to demonstrate. 

The skills level of Placement students was discussed. On arrival they are often thought to be 
naïve and without the necessary level of skills needed for the post; indeed an uneven 
readiness of students from various programmes had been identified by some employers.  


